
(吳)٦،ؒؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو
駈ך酅ח疭겣

1955䎃僻ㄤ30䎃ծ⯓ղ➿ָ銮募♲龤㉀䏄ךせדⶼ噟կך䖓ծ銮募♲龤㉀䏄ַٝ؟ٕو䊨噟䨽ծ吳䒭⠓爡פ٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕوկ⯓➿ַ✲噟䒷ֹ竰ֺ33䎃կ
չ駈ך酅ח疭겣պָ ⟰噟椚䙀կ

Established in 1955 under the name of  Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations ago. The company then 
changed its name from Nishimura Saburo Shoten to Marusan Kogyosho and then to Marusanfootwear.

It has been 33 years since taking over the business from the previous generation. 

The corporate philosophy has been "Smile on the Soles."
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Day1: 䊨㜥鋅㷕�/ Factory Tour
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Day2: 䖴䨽䋐䊡�/ Exploring Gose City
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し牫虊㼇
Kisshosoji

넝듙牞爡
Takagamo Shrine

넝㣓䕓牞爡
Takamahiko Shrine

袅㙹♧鎉⚺牞爡
Katsuragi Hitokotonushi Shrine



Day3: 䖴䨽䋐欵噟䮶莆٦ةٝإ鏝㉏䖴䨽ת侔瘻
Visiting Gose City Industry Promotion Center & Exploring Gose Town 
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䖴䨽䋐欵噟䮶莆٦ةٝإ
Gose City Industry Promotion Center



չٕتٝ؟պח㼎ׅآ٦ً؎
Image of “Sandal”

ءّح؋ؿ ٝ䚍ך넝ְָוזٕتٝ؟㢳 涫ֻ㜥荈㸓ַو1؎ ٕ秈1.6kmך眔㔲ד㾶 זדַֽֽ⳿ֶ׃ה׳ךפծ鵚䨽׃⳿⢪ן鎉衝ָⱄְֲהպٕتٝ؎؟ٕ؎وչٙٝך䠐ְֲהٕتٝ؟ֻ ծֻ遳פ顠ְ暟ח遤 הֹֻ גֻ׃崞鬨ח կ׃嵴鷲Ⰵֽ」ג׃הيذ؎،
Many fashionable sandals appeared on the market, and the term "one-mile sandals," which means sandals 
worn within a mile of one's home (about 1.6 km), began to be used again.  They became widespread as an item 
that is useful not only for a little outing to the neighborhood but also for going shopping in the city. 

կךז㸜⣣ְג㡰דꆀ顋䏄ٕتٝ؟فحق
չٕتٝ؟ְז׃պכַز٦ط؍ر٦؝ךّٝءح؋ؿ㢩ךկ

桠ꟼװ䏬וזծ㼰׃鵚 㾶ד✲欽ךדתֻ կךֻ
Hep sandals are inexpensive ones sold at 
mass-merchandise stores. 

Sandals are considered sloppy and exclud-
ed from fashion.

Something to wear to do some errands around 
the house.

植㖈�/ current Status

㼰׃דת�/ Until a Short Time Ago



䖴䨽䋐Ⰻ⡤ַָךגא崞孡㣟ְծ㖑㜥欵噟הֿ֮ד㖑㚖ַ䘌״ֲ կְג׃ה
ծַ׃ַ׃ ״ֲך䔲ח⚥ך欰崞ך傈劤גא ծٕتٝ؟֮ח

״ֲ䨱ח⚥ך괏兝ך䏝欰崞♧ֲ ծ
ㅷ颵ך넝ְ傈劤醡׃٦ٕؾ،ծ湫䱸嶊顤罏פ㾈ְֽկ

The entire Gose city has lost its past vitality, and even more, the community is about to forget that footwear is a local industry.
We want sandals, which were once an ordinary part of life in Japan, to become a part of the landscape of our daily life by 

promoting high-quality products made in Japan and delivering them directly to customers.

植㹋ג׃ה
Current Situation

㾶ֹ暟噟歲Ⰻ⡤ָ⯋孡ְָזկ
The footwear industry as a whole is losing its vitality.



⦜⫘חꬱז㹋欽涸״זֲ״ך٦ؕ٦صأ幾㼰կ䋐㜥ָך٦تꟗ䏄ծؔ٦ך⯓䒷》ד䕦갟ךشٗ؝

㸜⣣ז嵲㢩欰欵ㅷך〴걧״ח㡰♳幾㼰
勞俱ָزأ؝僓ח嫰2הץ⦓鵚ְָֻגזח㡰⣣כ䰘ִ縧ֹךⵃ渣ָ幾㼰

⟗➜⽸噟罏ָ荈爡ٕؔٔشآ醡ㅷأ٦ٔٔկ侧㢳 「ֻ岣ְג׃剣せ،ךוז٦ؕ٦ًٕٖػOEM醡ㅷ٦ت٦ؔך䎃ղծ侧כ幾㼰

㾶ֹ暟欵噟Ⰻ⡤ך鋉垷ָ䎃ղ簭㼭ְג׃

Closure of business partners and decrease 
in orders due to the pandemic. Market 
tending toward more practical shoes like 
sneakers.

Material costs have nearly doubled 
compared to the past, but selling prices 
have remained the same, resulting in lower 
profits.

Intermediary wholesalers started to release 
their original products.
Decrease in the orders for OEM products 
from famous apparel makers, for which the 
company had received many orders.

Decrease in sales due to the rise of inexpen-
sive products manufactured overseas.

The overall size of the footwear industry is 
shrinking every year.

3䎃ַBtoCぢֽ㉀ㅷך涪㨣ծSNS٥ؙ ٝ؍رٝ؋ؿسؐٓ ٥ؚECחز؎؟滠䩛ָׅ劍䖉ׅךוק⸬卓ְזְג־♳

䌴ָ䎢ך䎃룳㾴ְג׃הزح٦ة ծֻ⣣呓䌴䎢ְկ⡦ד⡲♧倯ծ㉀ㅷך甧⡘縧װ暴䗙⠗ִָהֿꨇְ׃

ٖإך㉀ㅷװسٖٝزךزح؛٦وծֹג⡲㉀ㅷגׇさח銲劄װٝ؎ؠرך㉏㾊ׁדתֿ ְג穗꿀ָ妀ֽךزؙ

Ⱗ⡤涸زح٦ةז鼅㹀װ僇然ז㡰♳湡垥ך劢鏣㹀

The company began developing products for 
BtoC and launched SNS, crowdfunding, and an 
e-commerce site three years ago, but these 
have not shown the desired results.

The range of targeted age groups and the prices 
is wide. While the company's strength lies in its 
ability to make anything, it is making it difficult 
to convey the position and characteristics of its 
products.

Since the company has been making products 
according to the wholesalers' designs and 
requests, it lacks experience in market trends 
and product selection.

The company has not set specific targets and 
clear sales goals.
  

3傈ך✲噟罏⡤꿀鸐ׄךג植朐ך铬겗ה㉏겗挿
Current Issues and Problems We Learned Through the 3-Day Experiences

嶊顤罏ぢֽ㉀ㅷBtoC

ꆀ顋䏄ぢֽ㉀ㅷBtoB



㖑㚖ה娖〷涸ז⣣⦼ ➿ղ「ֽ竰ָגֹ 䪮遭 ה葺ֿׁךㅷ颵⮚ 
ⶼ噟僻ㄤ30䎃1955䎃ַ ְג׃竰䪫䪮遭ז竲ֽծ⠗窟涸⡲竲ֻ娖〷կ67䎃⟃♳㾶ֹ暟
History that has been lasting since its establishment in 1955. It has 
been making footwear for more than 67 years and carrying on the 
traditional techniques.

㾶ֹ暟欵噟ך䖴䨽䋐ך娖〷ה䕵遤罏篑ׅה 胜兝ך㖑㚖
The history of the footwear industry in Gose city and the regional 
background, with its connection to En-no-Gyoja.

㣽葺源欵ֿךפ
Commitment to products Made in Nara.խ

٦ُىծג׃崞ַؐعؐظך⡲ٕتٝ؟ ٥ٗأفٝػ٥ٕ 醡鸡涪ד荈爡דתծꬠꬱخ٦ـ٦؋ؿ٦
Utilizing its expertise in sandal making, the company makes and 
develops its original mules, pumps, loafer boots, and even leather 
shoes.

欰欵٥ؔزح㼭ٗ״ח䪮遭ה穗꿀ך㉀ㅷ⡲㛅חדתֿ 㼎䘔ךפس؎٦ًت٦
Capable of small-lot production and custom-made products based on 
accumulated experience and skills in product manufacturing.

OEMろ荈爡ד醡鸡גֹ׃ 㢳ׁךفحشٝ؎ٓך杝荈׃崞ַؐعؐظ
Many original lineups make the most of the know-how gained from 
manufacturing at his own company.

㸜⣣כַآ٦ً؎ְֲהٕتٝ؟ז䟝⫷ְזֹד㾶ֹהׁׅװ㾶ֹ䗰㖑կչ駈ך酅ח疭겣պ⟰噟椚䙀חչ㾶ֹֿ׀պך鷄実ך㹋欽倜周ך歍锜ך٦ٕاٝ؎װ넝ㅷ颵ך勞颵ְ傍 կⰅֻ》
The ease and comfort of the sandals are unimaginable from the image 
of inexpensive sandals. With the corporate philosophy of "Smile on 
the Soles," the company was the first to apply for a utility model right 
and to use high-quality materials for insoles in pursuit of "comfort."

嵲㢩醡ㅷה嫰鯰׃儗װֿך٦ٝةػזַ׆ך勞颵ך؍ذؙٔؔ״חأ؎ّثך넝ׁկ
The quality is high due to the careful attention to the pattern and 
choice of materials compared to foreign products.

넝ְㅷ颵嗚叨㛇彊㸚ֹדزأذ㖑㚖ך橆㞮կ
A local environment that provides for testing to adhere to high-quality 
inspection standards.

3傈ך✲噟罏⡤꿀鸐ׄךג눁⸂涸ח䠬ׄהֿ 
Things We Found Attractive

Community and Historical Value Skills Passed Down From Generation to Generation Excellent Quality and Commitment



♧殢ծ눁⸂涸ח䠬ׄהֿ 
What We Found the Most Attractive is…

銮齨ׁכծ⡦דח䮋䨌ׅぢֹז罋ִה㪦䭯ְגկ
Nishimura-san has a positive mindset and attitude to challenge anything. 



吳䒭⠓爡٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو
Marusan footwear

կְזְגת寸ָֽב㛇彊㹀纏ז僇然ך⢪ְⴓֽדٝ؎ٓך
There are no clear criteria for which 
brand name to use in which lineup.

HP EC SNS

կز؎؟ECך醱侧ְג׃幉ずָفحشٝ؎ٓ
There are multiple e-commerce sites with mixed lineups.

⡦铩ח㾈ַֽךְ僇然ְזכד醱侧ךSNS麊欽կ
There are multiple social networking sites that are not clear 
on what they want to communicate and to whom.

٥SunMile٥OURAGAN٥ٖ ...leather products٥Etc/ؤ٦ٔء٦ؠ

٥吳䒭⠓爡٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو
HP/Company
website

٥BASE٥STORES٥Creema

٥Twitter٥Line٥Facebook٥Instagram

Ⱗ⡤涸ח植朐ٝ؟ٕوך侭椚״ֲג׃
Let's Sort Out the Current Situation of Marusanfootwear in Detail

BtoB WEB (Communication Tool ) BtoC

BtoBוֿכ ծַך㉏さַׇ
BtoCוֿה٦ؠ٦ِכ կְזד㞮歲ָ僇然ךַךְ》ّٝء٦؛صُى؝ד

The boundary is not clear: From where should businesses contact the company for BtoB? How does the company want to communicate with customers for BtoC?



կ־♳ⵃ渣桦׃然甧ג׃ה变ך劤♧ֲծ荈爡醡ㅷBtoC׃⽱膴䕎ְֶַ嫰ꅾח㉀ㅷBtoBךꆀ顋䏄ぢֽ׃➜⟗噟罏⽸֮ד崧⚺דת➙
We will break away from the focus on products for mass merchandise stores (BtoB), which has been the mainstream and 

establish the company’s own brand (BtoC) as another pillar of its business to increase its profit margins.

To achieve this, it is essential to reorganize each business and divide the company's plan into short- to long-term 
phases.In today's presentation, we make some suggestions, particularly for the BtoC part of the short-term phase.

湡䭷ׅוֿכ٦ٕ؞ ֲ
What Should We Aim for?

䲿周կךגְאח鿇ⴓךBtoCח暴ד⚥ךؤ٦ؑؿך瀉劍כ罋ִծ➙㔐גⴓֽחؤ٦ؑؿךծ瀉劍։ꞿ劍׃湫׃侭椚הֹծぐ✲噟חך



״ֲג׃侭椚ٝ؟ٕوך植朐ח䏝Ⱗ⡤涸♧ֲג鋅䰘ִ٦ٕ؞
Let's Reorganize the Current Situation of Marusanfootwear with a Goal in Mind. 

吳䒭⠓爡٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو
Marusan footwear

կְזְגת寸ָֽב㛇彊㹀纏ז僇然ך⢪ְⴓֽדٝ؎ٓך
There are no clear criteria for which 
brand name to use in which lineup.

EC SNS

BASEך
Focus exclusively on BASE

כّٝء٦؛صُى؝ז⚺
Instagramדչ⠓爡،ؕؐٝزպהչ⦐➂،ؕؐٝزպחⴓֽծ䫎珲ךⰻ㺁䊴ⴽ⻉ׅկ
Remove Twitter and LINE for the time 
being. The main tool for communication 
will be Instagram, which will be divided 
into "company account" and "personal 
account," differentiating the content of posts. 

WebךⰅ〡1劤ח穾 Narrow down the entry to the website to one

٥SunMile٥OURAGAN٥ٖ ...leather products٥Etc/ؤ٦ٔء٦ؠ

٥BASE٥STORES٥Creema

٥Twitter٥Line٥Facebook٥Instagram

BtoB WEB (Communication Tool ) BtoC

NEW BRAND

➙㔐ז⚺ך䲿周ⰻ㺁 The Main Contents of Our Proposal



պ疭겣ח酅ךչ駈כ挿⾱ך٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو
The starting point of Marusanfootwear is "Smile on the Soles".

⟰噟椚䙀ֲ♧䏝䙼ְ⳿״ֲג׃
Let's Recall Marusan's Corporate Philosophy.



By focusing on the customer market and clarifying the concept 
of the products for customers, we create a brand with new connections.

Ⱗ⡤涸ח⡦ֲַ״ׄכ
Where Should We Start?

嶊顤罏חزح؛٦و搊挿䔲גծ嶊顤罏ךפⰅ〡僇然״חהֿׅחծ倜ְ׃籬ָسٝٓـ֮ך⡲



Re:GAIN
Walk Forward with a Big Smile疭겣דפ鹌ֲ

㣟侁ג׃镘٦ٓؒسٝ،؎ٓز׆粸鵤׃㾶ֹ暟חぢֹさְ竲ֽծבך 崞ך㾶暟欵噟װس؎ٓفך➂耵ךג׃הֻ
孡》וז䨱 הֲׅ ծֶװ圫㶨 㹏圫ַ湫䱸䠬闐ך鎉衝ְֻٔ גִֿ⸇חךֹד䒷ֹ竰ְ٦ٝծ麓ַة

鰛פ劢勻ךַ ְג䖤ךְ׃倜חֻ ծֻבך 娄⢪ㄏְג׃ֻ կآ٦إحًך竰䪫ַ➿ֻ⯓
It represents Nishimura-san's continuous efforts to regain his pride as a craftsperson and the vitality of the footwear industry through 

repeated trial and error, without giving up even when things go wrong.
It also reflects receiving words of appreciation directly from customers and gaining new things in addition to what

he has inherited from the previous generations for a bright future. 

酅倯OEM / BtoBַ 莸 〴荈爡سٝٓـ / BtoCפ疭겣הⰟח♧娄驎׃⳿ծ
ֶ㹏圫湫䱸ء٦ّ؛صُى؝ 娄גぢְג㾶ְぢֹさְծ㾶暟ח》ٝ կآ٦ֻً؎

The image of stepping out from backstage (OEM/BtoB) to the frontstage (own brand/BtoC) with a smile, and walking forward with 
footwear on to communicate directly with customers. 

״ֲ־䲓寸䠐ך単穈ז㣐ֹח䨱ׅ》䏝疭겣♧ֲ
Let's Raise a Resolution for the Big Framework to Regain Smiles. 

սregainվ《䨱ׅխ��սgainվ䖤խ���սRe:վ鵤⥋ٔ٦ٝة/return٥ⱄן粸鵤׃ٔز٦ؾ/repeat



倜سٝٓـせٗ؞
New Brand Name & Logo

67䎃ך娖〷ה穠ؚٝى٦طְאן
Name tied to 67 years of history

麓ծ植㖈ծה劢勻籬ּٗ؞
Connecting the past, the present, and the future

➿ղ「ֽ竰ָגֹ ה䞔攦ֿךפ䪮遭ծ暟⡲⮚ך➂俑⻉ծ耵ך㾶ֹ暟⡲ ֿ ؙحء٦ؙُٓص ת欰ַ
The culture of footwear making handed down from generation to generation, his excellent skills as a craftsperson, 

and his passion and commitment to craftsmanship.
New Classic is yet to be born.

倜ךְ׃䖤ח
To Gain New Things…



גֹղ「ֽ竰ָ➿؞ٕٗشآٔؔ 礵牞
Original Logo

(Spirits Inherited for Three Generations)

ֿךפ㾶ֹ暟⡲ؿ٦ثٌךٕتٝ؟
Shape of Sandal

(Commitment to Footwear Making)

疭겣湡䭷ׅ倯ぢה寸䠐
Smile

(Goal and Determination)

倜ז劢勻פؙحء٦ؙُٓص
MARUSAN

 Towards a New Future (New Classic)

倜ךְ׃䖤ח
To Gain New Things…



Logo Application 

Primary Color Palette

PANTONE 877C or 30 RGB
CMYK
HEX/HTML

R:200 G:200 B:200
C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:30

#CCCCCC

RGB
CMYK
HEX/HTML

R:0 G:0 B:0
C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:100

#000000
K100



㾜،؎؝ ٌٝ �Supporting Graphicsيؚٓظ



Logo Application 



Established in 1955 under the name of  
Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 
ago. The company then changed its 
name from Nishimura Saburo Shoten 
to Marusan Kogyosho and then to 
Marusanfootwear.

It has been 33 years since taking over 
the business from the previous 
generation.

Established in 1955 under the name of  
Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 
ago. The company then changed its 
name from Nishimura Saburo Shoten 
to Marusan Kogyosho and then to 
Marusanfootwear.

It has been 33 years since taking over 
the business from the previous 
generation.thank you!

駈ך酆
疭겤ח
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Established in 1955 under the name of  

Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 

ago. T
he company th

en changed its
 name 

fro
m Nishimura Saburo Shoten to

 M
arusan 

Kogyosho and then to
 Marusanfootwear.

 It 
has been 33 years since ta

king over th
e 

business fro
m the previous generation.

Established in 1955 under the name of  
Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 
ago. The company then changed its 
name from Nishimura Saburo Shoten 
to Marusan Kogyosho and then to 
Marusanfootwear.

It has been 33 years since taking over 
the business from the previous generation.

COLOR:
SIZE:

MADE IN JAPAN

BLACK
27

؎ؠرآ٦؛حػ �ٝPackaging System



չ2傈ծ荈ⴓךؙأرך啟ח縧ְג滗ג귂ֹؠرְז؎ָٝ劤䔲ְְך㉀ㅷպ兛麐涸֮דךזؙحءؙٓד儗➿馄ִגꞿ 䠥ֻׁٕرٌؿ؎ֲؚ֮ٓٝٗד傀㶷ך㉀ㅷٓ؎ٝ،فح،ؙحؾַفحկ
"A real good product is one that you can't get tired of looking at it on your desk for two days."

We selected long-life models that will be universal, classic, and loved timelessly from the existing product lineups.

嫣傈鋅ג귂ְֹז
Never get tired of looking at them every day.

 駈酅ְ׃⮚ח㾶ֹ䗰㖑
Gentle on the soles of your feet.

荈搫ח疭겣ٕتٝ؟זח
Sandals that naturally make you smile.

倜ךְ׃䖤ח
To Gain New Things…

MARUSAN ך醡ㅷٓ؎ٝفحش�/ Marusan's Product Lineup



⡲〡Ⰵך
Part1: Create a Door to Marusanfootwear

吳䒭⠓爡٦ُصٔآ٦لي٦مך٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو،ٕ
Renew the Website of Marusanfootwear.

ֶ㹏圫ךה籬ָ》䨱ׅח
To Regain Connection with Customers…





嶊顤罏חぢֽג椚䙀װ䙼ְծֿ ְג׃栻䖤ٝ؋ؿծ׃钷㼪פ،زأٝ؎ٓٝؔ㹏圫ֶג׃Ⱏ䠬ח䙼ְװֿךٝ؟ٕوկׅ⻉劤♧Ⰵ〡ךـؑؐךծBtoCծBtoBדהִֿ⸇璞〡הآ٦إحぢֽًأطآؽַזְג鏣縧ׁדת⠗ִծֿהֲֹג׃椚鍑 կֻ
We unify the web entrances for BtoC and BtoB to communicate Marusanfootwear's philosophy, beliefs, and passion to customers. The new web-

page provides a contact information section and message for businesses, which was not included previously.

㉀ㅷכفحشٝ؎ٓך兛麐涸ךזؙحءؙٓדծ儗➿馄ִגꞿ 䠥ְֻׁג 㾜կךך倯ぢְז鷄ծ崧遤דךךٝ؎ؠرֻ
ծٔךפպ،؍رلפչHepediaץ㷕גְאחٕتٝ؟فحقծװ涪猼鑧ךٕتٝ؟فحٓװؤ٦ُءծ駈郌✲Note鎸剅ֹ彖ָծ銮齨ׁת կֽ➰⡘縧ג׃ה㜥䨽ֹדծꠘ鋮ـ؎٦ؕ،ך✲鎸ז눁⸂涸笭ד鎉衝ך荈魦銮齨ׁדהֿ顦ؙٝ

It will guide customers who share Marusan's passion and beliefs to the online store, which will lead to gaining a following. 

The lineup of products will be universal and classic with designs that will be loved timelessly and do not follow the fashion.
The website will provide a link for "Hepedia" where people can learn about hep sandals and the story behind the development of tabi 

shoes, wrap sandals, etc. This will allow future customers to read many attractive articles written
by Nishimura-san in his own words.

吳䒭⠓爡٦ُصٔآ٦لي٦مך٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو،ٕ
Renew the Website of Marusanfootwear.

ֶ㹏圫ךה籬ָ》䨱ׅח
To Regain Connection with Customers…



ّٝء٦؛صُى؝ךדSNSך
Part2: Communication on SNS

ء٦ّ؛صُى؝ךה㹏圫ֶדⴓꅿّٝءح؋ؿ ְׅװ》ٝ
Instagram ַך涪⥋ח꧊⚥ׅ

Focus on sending out information through Instagram, 
which is an easy way to communicate with customers in the field of fashion.

ֶ㹏圫ךה籬ָ》䨱ׅח
To Regain Connection with Customers…

植朐铬겗鍑寸/Solutions to the Current Issues٥銮齨ׁך⦐䚍ה눁⸂涪⥋ׅ ̔ 植،ؕؐٝ(،؍رلحق)ز
Communicate Nishimura-san's personality and charm ̔ Current account (Marupedia)٥倜سٝٓـչMARUSANպך⦐䚍ה눁⸂涪⥋ׅ  ̔  չMARUSANպⰕ䒭،ؕؐٝز
Communicate the individuality and attractiveness of the new "MARUSAN" brand ̔ "MARUSAN" official account

倜سٝٓـչMARUSANպⰕ䒭،ؕؐٝز甧ךسٝٓـ״־♳⣣⦼ה颵䠬ֶ㹏圫ח⠗
Launch an official account for the new "MARUSAN" brand

to better convey the value and quality of the brand to customers.



CUSTOM
MADE

WALK FORWARD 
WITH

BIG SMILE

marusan

MARUSAN
The New Classic and Comfortable Sandal, 
which inherited crafted shoe-making tradition 
from Nara, Japan.
marusan.com/

factoryNew! custom made

100,000123 0

marusan

NARA
MARUSAN

1ן״ֶزأؗذ僥⫷הⱖ溪شوٝزך鏣㹀⢽״חٝوًٓؕٗف㉀ㅷװ䊨㜥ծ耵➂ׁך稆勞乆
1. Set up tone and manner of texts, visuals, and photos.
Shooting products, the factory, and craftspeople by a profes-
sional photographer. 

2Ⱏ䠬ְׅװ׃痥♲罏湡简ך俑剅⢽ٓ 䫎珲גⴓֽחת㼭٦ٔ٦زأسٝٓـ״ח٦ׁة؎
2. Texts from an outsider's perspective in which people can 
sympathize.
Posting stories about the brand written by a professional writer 
in small segments.

3䭁侔杆ֲ鑧겗䚍֮ך䫎珲⢽㷌眍؎חزٝكさٍٕءلأׇ僥⫷٦ٝلٍٝؗװخٝذٝ؝
3. Newsworthy posts that are aimed at spreading the word.
Developing visuals and campaigns according to the seasons. 

4 ٦ٔ٦زأ堣腉ך崞欽⢽”➙傈ךMARUSAN”זٕ،ٔוזMARUSAN酅⩎稱➜׃ծِّٝءؙ،ٔך٦ؠ٦栻䖤ׅ
4. Use an Instagram Story function.
Introducing MARUSAN's real life behind the scenes under the 
title of "Today's MARUSAN" to get users' reactions.

※㼛勻涸ח to C ָأ٦كزح؛٦وך㹀滠גֹ׃ өך罋ִ٦ٕخך➭ךծ
When the BtoC market becomes widely established, other tools 
can be considered.



HPװECծSNSד♧㹀ٝ؋ؿך栻䖤״הַג׃㢳 ֲֶג׃⡤꿀疭겣ח酅ך駈ח倯ךֻ
Let’s make more people experience smiles on the soles of their feet after gaining a certain number

of fans on the website, e-commerce, and social networking sites.鑐滠/Try-on؍ٝذح؍ؿ /ؚFitting

荈爡䊨㜥ד鑐滠⡤꿀 POP UP &獳⹛䒭鑐滠鮦�
㹋ꥷח駈ך酅ךٝ؟ٕوדㅷ颵䠬ׄג ؍ٝذح؍ؿֲ ⡤꿀կךؚ

A fitting experience where people can feel the quality of Marsan on the soles of their feet.

㢌⻉ך慧ّٝءح؋ؿְ׃噟歲ז٦ֻٕؕٗזכד㡮䭪ֲ
Listen to the words of the locals 
instead of the rapidly changing 

fashion industry.

ֶ㹏圫ך欰ך㡮耀ֻֿ זהأ٦كة٦رծֹדָה
Accumulate data by getting feed-

back directly from customers.

ֶ㹏圫חהמהמさس؎٦ًت٦ׇؔ岣俑
Custom-made

稆勞٥䕎״וז稢ְַחؤ٦ص䘔ִֹדָהֿ
Meet customers' needs in terms of 

materials, shapes, etc.

耵➂ך겣ָ鋅ִג欰ך㡮㾈ֹֽדָהֿ
Make craftsperson's voice heard

ֶ㹏圫ךה籬ָ》䨱ׅח
To Regain Connection with Customers…

ٔך ⡤꿀זٕ،
Part3: Real Experience

Try-on Experience at the Factory
Mobile try-on Van



䊨㜥鋅ֲֿג בךדה կֲג䠬ֿׄךֻ
By having people see the factory, they can 

feel the commitment to manufacturing.

䖴䨽䋐ⰻך㾶ֹ暟噟罏ה鸬䵿؋ؿ׃ ٦կ،خ٦ٔزؙ
Factory tours in cooperation with footwear 

makers in Gose city.

荈爡䊨㜥؋ؿ ח㜥ך⡤꿀ך㾶ֹ暟װٕتٝ؟ג׃הن٦ٓٔزؙ
Make the company a factory lab where people can

have experience with footwear. 

䊨㜥鏝蕯罏װ㶨⣘ח✲➬ָ䤫䭯זֲ״אծ⬁ך֮ⵖ剪勻ְג׃✲➬גծה䙼ֲي٦ؓؿصِ،٦ؙؐؑٙזֲ״կ如ךפ➿⚅ך꧍欽籬ּկ
Workwear that makes young people and children who visit the factory hold 
admiration for the work and makes them want to work in those uniforms. 

Connecting the company to the next generation.

駈ך酅ח疭겣ⱄן⡤꿀חֲג׃
To Make Customers Experience Smiles on the Soles Again…



WALK FORWARD 
WITH

BIG SMILE

CUSTOM
MADE

鿪䋐鿇ד荈搫ד⚥ך獳⹛鑐滠顋㡰鮦ד傈劤ך荚הֿ ח㜥ך⡤꿀ָ
Mobile try-on van will make every corner of Japan, from urban areas to the countryside, a place for experience opportunities.  

駈ך酅ח疭겣ⱄן⡤꿀חֲג׃
To Make Customers Experience Smiles on the Soles Again…



溏匢آ٦ً؎ٝ؎؟
Image of the Signboard

　秛儗/Folded 㾜儗/Open

駈ך酅ח疭겣ⱄן⡤꿀חֲג׃
To Make Customers Experience Smiles on the Soles Again…



ّء٦ٖنٓ؝ �ٝ/ Collaboration
㼭ٗس؎٦ًت٦ַؔزح欰欵ָ〳腉ַ葿ղ׃زح؍ؿחؤ٦صז㾶ֹ暟⡲

As custom-made production from a small lot is possible, he can make footwear that fits various needs.

徽ְׅװ䨽ծ媮䊴ך㢳ְ䒉暟ծ⥜꿀麣חさׇ㾶ֹ暟ծך٦ت٦ؔוזⰻ㺁يةأؕחկ
Customize to the content of the order, such as footwear for slippery places, buildings with 

many steps, footwear tailored to Shugendo, etc.

ծ㾶ֹ䗰㖑ָ葺װ涪ךٕتٝ؟ךד،سزؐ، 娄ְֹֻׅװ㾶ֹ暟涪ֹדְַֿג׃遳娄ֹח黝׃㾶ֹ暟ך涪遳ה♧筰》ח穈ծוזוזկ
Developing sandals for outdoor activities, 

working with the town to develop footwear suitable for walking around the town, etc. These 
are possible because of the skills to make comfortable and easy-to-walk footwear.

ג䘔ִֹח٦ت٦ؔזו ח䨱ׅ》ןⱄ钖ךג׃ה➂耵
To Regain His Pride as a Craftsperson Who has Responded to Any Orders…



饥וק鯪䘯ז
WRAPSANDALSד铩ָ♧殢傍ֻ饥ַծُءحتٕتٝ؟㣐⠓կ
A sandal sprint competition to see who can 
run the fastest with WRAP SANDALS that 
are light and comfortable enough to run.

٦ّءّٝءح؋ؿٕتٝ؟
Sandal Fashion Show

㾶ֹ暟زح؛٦ؤل،ծؔ וזس؎٦ًت٦
Sandal Market

耀ִֿגאַ ח䨱ׅ》ןⱄ괏兝ך遳זַװ颊ְג
To Regain the Vitality of the Town…

Original Event
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㾜�/ Brand Launchךسٝٓـ

Established in 1955 under the name of  
Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 
ago. The company then changed its 
name from Nishimura Saburo Shoten 
to Marusan Kogyosho and then to 
Marusanfootwear.

It has been 33 years since taking over 
the business from the previous 
generation.

Established in 1955 under the name of  
Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 
ago. The company then changed its 
name from Nishimura Saburo Shoten 
to Marusan Kogyosho and then to 
Marusanfootwear.

It has been 33 years since taking over 
the business from the previous 
generation.

駈ך酆
疭겤ח
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Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 

ago. T
he company th
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business fro
m the previous generation.

Established in 1955 under the name of  
Nishimura Saburo Shoten two generations 
ago. The company then changed its 
name from Nishimura Saburo Shoten 
to Marusan Kogyosho and then to 
Marusanfootwear.

It has been 33 years since taking over 
the business from the previous generation.

COLOR:
SIZE:

MADE IN JAPAN

BLACK
27

鰛ךַֿ 劢ֻ勻חך
For a Bright Future Ahead…



㣽葺ך钖״䎢ְ⚅歲פ!!
⚅歲⚥ד䕦갟⸂֮ךMADE IN JAPANדفحّءزؙٖإװسٝٓـ顋㡰ٕز٦⡲

Let's spread the pride of Nara to a wider world!!
Develop sales channels at influential MADE IN JAPAN brands and select shops around the world.

 ꞿְ麣ׇת׃ַךծ倜ז疭겣ה⳿⠓ֲ♧娄♧娄הֻײ䬪ֲ׳׃תְֹג׃
It may be a long journey, but let's develop them step by step to see lots of smiles.



ꞿְ》ךדٝػأ穈
Things We Will Work on in the Long Term. 

劢勻פ竰䪫ְדְזא׃ חֻ
To Pass it on to the Future…



㾶ֹ暟⡲ך耵➂䪮ך⥂隊٥竰䪫ה㖑㜥欵噟ךⱄ崞䚍⻉חך
To Preserve and Pass on the Craftsmanship of 

Footwear Making and to Revitalize the Local Industry…

㖑㚖ָ⸂さתהתחאהמגׇկ⢽ִלծ䖴䨽٦ؙوךسٝٓـٕتٝ؟կ
The community comes together as a team. Make a brand mark for Gose sandals, for example. 



ػٝ؝ת　ח秈�ؗٗ㔊倯䗰遳⚥ךせծ䖴䨽ְֲהٕتٝ؟ٕ؎وٝٙ ךְ׃倜וזꌨ弔ׁّٝء٦كظٔח鵚ꦄתծהֿ֮ד�،ٔؒזزؙ
ָ欰גֹת ⡲䧭կفحوֹד侔娄ֶ遳ך䖴䨽ג㾶ְٕتٝ؟ծִת驎הְֿג

կחֲ״ת欰ָ籬ָךה⯋ծ 㖑➂ְ׃ծ倜דהֿ⡲٦ش٦؝⠗ִגְאח㾶暟⡲ח⚥ךفحو
Based on the name "One-Mile Sandal," the fact that the central area of Gose is a compact area within a square kilometer, and the fact that new things are emerging 
in the neighborhood, such as a renovated public bath, we can create a map of Gose town for people to walk around the town wearing sandals. The map will provide 

information about footwear making, which will help create connections with new people and the local community.

㾶ֹ暟⡲ך耵➂䪮ך⥂隊٥竰䪫ה㖑㜥欵噟ךⱄ崞䚍⻉חך
To Preserve and Pass on the Craftsmanship of 

Footwear Making and to Revitalize the Local Industry…



Re:GAIN PROJECTך㣐ֹז崧
Re:GAIN PROJECT Overview

➙ּׅ 㼰׃⯓ 儗גַֽ
Things we can do in the near future Things we can do some time in the futureThings we can do now

植ךٝ؎ٓسٝٓـ侭椚⚺חꆀ顋䏄BtoBぢֽ㉀ㅷ
Reorganize the existing brand line (mainly products for 
mass-merchandise stores/BtoB)

BtoCぢֽך兛麐涸זؙحءؙٓד倜ٓ؎ٝךչMARUSANպٗ٥؞ꬱ盲٥ꬱ盲ך醡ㅷ䞔㜠٦ء ٥ٕ秵郌וזؤح٥ؚ
Launch a new brand line, MARUSAN, for BtoC that is 
universal and classic (logo, shoe boxes, product 
information stickers for shoe boxes, paper bags, 
merchandise, etc.)

劤爡HPⵗ倜װSNSծؔ ׃鋅湫ך،زأٝ؎ٓٝ
Renew the company website and re-evaluate the SNS 
and online store

倜؟ְ׃؎ٝ
Signboard

 ي٦ؓؿصِ
Uniforms

獳⹛䒭鑐滠獳⹛鮦 
Mobile try-on van

麊⹛⠓ٕتٝ؟
Sandal sprint competition

荈爡䊨㜥㾶ֹ暟ך⡤꿀ך㜥ח
Turn the factory into a place to have 
experience with footwear

ّٝء٦ٖنٓ؝
Collaboration

٦،خ侔娄ٕتٝ؟ךٕ؎و1
One-mile walking tour wearing sandals

㖑㜥欵噟䗁崞ך㖑㚖Ⰻ⡤ךד《穈
⢽䖴䨽٦ؙوךسٝٓـٕتٝ؟
Regional eorts to revive the local industry 
E.g., making a brand mark for Gose sandals

嵲㢩鹌⳿
Overseas expansion

⳿鹌ךפي٦ؓؿزحٓف
Enter some platforms
⢽耵➂ָسٝٓـ㢳ֻ꧊תչiichiպ
An online shopping site, "iichi," a platform for many artisanal brands.

فح،؎ةךה،؍رً
Tie-ups with media
⢽傈劤䊨㜥鋅㷕暴⻉׃WEBً؍ر،չְַַׯ׃պ
A web media, "Shashaika," specializing in Japanese factory tours. 

⪵ךPOP UPװ䏄⳿ךפزٝك؎
Run a booth at events and open pop-up stores.
⢽傈劤欳ח暴⻉׃㾜爙⠓չגגגպװ耵➂سٝٓـ琎噰涸ח䪔ֲ㉀噟
倵鏣չꢻ䚈哅歊 SOUQպ
An exhibition called "TETETE," which specializes in products made 
in Japan, and a commercial facility, "Hankyu Umeda SOUQ," which 
deals actively with artisanal brands. 



Walk Forward with a Big Smile



➜٦稱غًٝ
Our Team

Nishimura-san
Kosuke

Hans

Miki

Kotono

Gin

Ann



ꞿ䎃ך酅倯珩噟ַծٌ גֻ铂ד⚥显ָ胜֮ד⻟䌌ג׃ה➿⯓կׅת䙼ְה孡ָ䗳銲⹃ׅ⳿驎װٕس٦عך♳⟄⫸䟝ך⬁ծכ䮋䨌ךפ胜頾ְ邌莸〴⢪ㄏךג׃ה➂耵ְֲה⡲ظ ְג־♳⡲ח罋ִⰟח♧痥ׁ➂鑧ծ耵ך鋙䝎װ䙼ְךפ䙼ְծ✲噟竰䪫ךפ鑧ծ㶨⣘ 㪦ֻծ圫ղחהֿז䛊׆굲ן鴥ְג׃آٍٖٝث 㪦ֻկג׃ծ剑穄傈ח⬁ח鎉ְְגչ耀 鎉衝կְֲהպְן㷕גג侄ִהֿז葿ַ䛰ך欰♧כט䛰ծ耀ַך儗♧כֻ
耵➂ךג׃ה钖䘌׆ծ׃ַ׃厫鮾ׅآٍٖٝثדתאְח㪦䘌׆ծ⚅➿馄ִג㼎瘝ח湡简衅ג׃ה䱸ְֽג׃ծֿז鎉衝鎉ִ㣐➂ה֭זְזח銮齨ׁך鎉衝װ胜⚥鋅כ⬁ג䠬ׄ׃תկ

In stepping into the front stage, having responsibility as a craftsperson on your shoulders, after years of working behind the scenes, there must 
have been a lot more hurdles to overcome, and you must have needed more courage to take a step than we could have imagined.

A story about your father, who was also your teacher, feelings for your children, thoughts and determination for passing on the business to the next 
generation, your attitude of putting the craftspeople whom you work with first, and your willingness to take on challenges without fear.

The word you gave us on the last day: "I want to learn from you and others because it is better to ask and
be embarrassed than not ask and never know."

You never forget your pride as a craftsperson, yet you remain flexible and always ready to take on new challenges and interact with people on equal 
terms across generational lines. Your words and attitude made us feel that we want to become an adult with beliefs and passion like you.

٦ַغًٝي٦ث٦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕو
From Team Marusanfootwear to Nishimura-san



Re:GAIN / Walk Forward with a Big Smile

⡦ַ倜הְֿ׃㨣儗כծֿ גֻ鵤甧׃⳿䙼ְ鎉衝ך ؾأآٍٖٝثךկ銮齨ְׁׁ גֻ׃ز٦ه؟הծֹٕ؎وأؚحؽז稆侯הزحٔ կׅת
銮齨ׁـ؎ٓسךהծؕ ؍ٝؐהׯկ׃ד儗ְ׃嚂גהָ׃ת׃َؼَؼ׃㼰דְّٝءؙ،٦ גֻ׃㸜Ⰻ麊鯄ծ獳⹛鑐滠顋㡰鮦׆䘌ךׅ⳿٦ؕ װ䏝չ♧ח⬁כ儗㨣ד⠓爡SNSְ׃ծ倜ַկיְׁ גֻ׃湱锑הպזֲַוծו䙼ֲֽהֲ կְׁ

ծׁךגװTikTokְג䙼הְזגװ կ׃תְת׃גֽא鋅ֹ
➙傈ך傈 կׅתֶֹג׃鴥饥⬁גぢֽפ㣐⠓ُءحتٕتٝ؟ծ痥♧㔐ג׃կׅדְ׃ֲגהלזהٝ؎ٓز٦ةأךפ劢勻ְ׃٦ָ稆兦،ؑؐزحؿٝ؟ٕوחַֹֽ

Re:GAIN / Walk Forward with a Big Smile
Whenever you start something new, please remember this word. It will support your wonderful spirit to try new things and your lovely smile.

Taking a drive with you was a bit like a car action, and it made us a little nervous, but we had a great time.
Please don't forget to use a turn signal and drive a mobile try-on van safe.

Also, please consult us when you start a new social networking service for your company. 
We  just found you on TikTok, which we thought you didn't use.

We will be happy if today becomes the starting line for the great future of Marusanfootwear.
We will make ourselves available for the first sandal sprint competition.



Thank you
MARUSAN FOOTWEAR


